The essence of an awning

weinor Livona – the essence of an awning

“Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to add,
but when there is nothing left to take away.”
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Pure Design
Luminosity, airiness, freedom – al fresco living pursues a very unique
aesthetic. Minimalistic and pure. Just like the new weinor Livona open
awning. At its core: ground-breaking technology that requires minimal
space. The result: an awning that appears to ﬂoat in mid air and
reveals swathes of fabric. Add to this a frame colour and fabric and you
have more than just sun protection for a balcony or patio: a modern
stylish element for al fresco living.

A sense of weightlessness: the steel support
bar on the weinor Livona is tucked away virtually
out of sight behind the roller tube. Putting the
awning fabric in full view

Concealed technology: not a screw in sight.
The brackets and gear drive are fully concealed.
For a seamless design.

weinor awnings

Magical light
Soft shimmer or bright intensity – very few
other media can lastingly alter the mood
like light does. The fascination behind the
weinor Livona LED stems from its atmospheric
lighting that can be dimmed to whatever
level is required. The LED Slim light bar and
side LED light rings create spectacular effects.
They generate a magical light and frame the
patio in its true light.

Luminous fabrics
Vivid, haptic, warm – fabrics are a stylish
addition to your patio design and create
an ambience. With over 150 fabrics in the
very latest tones, weinor’s fabric collection
meets personal requirements and the
most discerning tastes. weinor fabrics are
dyed through and through – for brilliant,
enduring colour and lasting luminosity.

High-performance features

High-tech for joy of life

Quality
The extra-rigid steel support bar has been
designed in such a way that only two
ﬁxing brackets are required for awnings
up to six metres wide.

People who choose an awning
want to use it for as long as possible.
To get the longest use out of an
awning, weinor has created a host
of technical innovations.
The weinor LongLife Arm with high-tech
belt is especially quiet and resilient:
for high tension force and superb fabric
positioning. This is backed up by a
10-year warranty.
The exceptionally high stability of the
fabric roller and front proﬁle provides for
superb fabric positioning and outstanding winding.

Dirt simply rolls off the ultramodern
nano-technology coating on the fabric. A
solution-dyeing process ensures colours
remain lastingly brilliant.
weinor has over 200 frame colours to
choose from. Since these are powdercoated in our own factory, they are exceptionally colour-fast with an identical gloss
level.
The weinor Livona open awning is
available with or without the beautifullyshaped cover proﬁle – ideal for any area
of installation.

Convenience
Additional accessories make your time outdoors more
enjoyable for longer. With spearheading technology, the
intelligent accessoires ﬁt supremely into the design.
The weinor BiConnect radio control makes operating awnings,
lighting and heating a delight. Or you might want to opt for Somfy
io-homecontrol® instead – the choice is yours. Weather sensors
automatically operate the awning no matter what the weather.
Pleasing, warm white light is provided by LED spotlights on the
light bar and the two light rings at the sides. These lights will last
for an impressive 30,000 hours. The energy-efficient patio heater
provides instant warmth with no pre-heating whatsoever. And they
deliver an incredible 1,500 watts.
For very low-lying sun and prying onlookers, there is the vertical
awning housed in the drop proﬁle. The practical privacy and antiglare screen opens and closes to any desired point.
Motorised or manual operation – whatever your preference, the
weinor Livona can be driven in a number of ways.

Important: for textile sun protection: creases occur during manufacture and when folding the awning fabrics. This can lead to the areas of the fold appearing darker when seen against the light, particularly with light colours. Folds in the hem, seam and
fabric lengths occur where there are multiple layers of the woven fabric and different rolling thicknesses on the fabric roller. The resulting fabric tension can cause waviness (e. g. honeycomb or ﬁsh bone patterns). In principle, these effects occur to varying
degrees in almost all awning fabrics. Creases and folds do not detract from the value and usability of an awning. Awnings and conservatory awnings are sun protection devices which should be retracted when it is raining or windy. Wet fabric creases more
easily and as far as possible should only be retracted after drying out (please take care in strong winds and avoid pooling). Depending on the colour of the ordered frame, we supply all small parts as well as gear handles and drives for systems with gear
drives in black (similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016) or grey (similar to weinor 7319).
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We reserve the right to make technical changes. For technical reasons, the colours may appear slightly different when printed.
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